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in interface-confined catalysis.[3,4] These
have been actively explored over the last
decade in different material systems
ranging from zeolites to metal-organic
frameworks[5] and carbon nanotubes.[6]
In comparison with 0D- and 1D-confined
systems, the vertically-confined growth of
catalysts within a 2D space leads to preferred orientation and lattice strains.[7] For
instance, graphene plays a critical role in
stabilizing intercalated 2D gallium nitride.[8]
Such encapsulation not only modulates
the electron density of the active center
to achieve extremely high activity, but
also creates a unique quasi-2D confined
space for robust catalysis with unexpected
selectivity.[9,10] Recently, Deng et al. reported
the oxidation of benzene to phenol at room
temperature using encapsulation of a single
FeN4 site catalyst in a graphene matrix.[11]
The confinement of Pt[12] and Co(OH)2
[13]
nanoparticles within the layered spacing of MoS2 have also been
shown to lead to enhanced activity and stability for water splitting.
Although the restricted space in 2D-confined systems potentially allows shape/size selectivity of the reactants and products,
it is disadvantaged by sluggish reaction kinetics due to diffusion
limitations.[6,7,12] One strategy to allow vertical diffusion, other
than in-plane diffusion through the interlayers, is to create
porosity in the graphene sheets that are confining the catalysts. The construction of 3D nanostructures with macropores
is also favorable for the exposure of active sites to relevant

Confined catalysis in a 2D system is of particular interest owing to the facet
control of the catalysts and the anisotropic kinetics of reactants, which
suppress side reactions and improve selectivity. Here, a 2D-confined system
consisting of intercalated Pt nanosheets within few-layered graphene is
demonstrated. The strong metal–substrate interaction between the Pt
nanosheets and the graphene leads to the quasi-2D growth of Pt with a
unique (100)/(111)/(100) faceted structure, thus providing excellent catalytic
activity and selectivity toward one-carbon (C1) products for the glycerol
oxidation reaction. A hierarchically porous graphene architecture, grown
on carbon cloth, is used to fabricate the confined catalyst bed in order to
enhance the mass-diffusion limitation in interface-confined reactions. Owing
to its unique 3D porous structure, this graphene-confined Pt catalyst exhibits
an extraordinary mass activity of 2910 mA mgPt−1 together with a formate
selectivity of 79% at 60 °C. This paves the way toward rational designs of
heterogeneous catalysts for energy-related applications.

Since its first demonstration in zeolites, interface-confined
catalysis has emerged as a powerful method to control
chemical reaction pathways in petroleum refining and
petrochemical industries.[1–3] For instance, zeolites with
well-defined porous structures are able to discriminate
reactants and products by their shape/size-dependent diffusivity in the pore channels. The size-exclusion of reactants, adsorption energy difference or steric hindrance of
various products, restricted transition-state selectivity, and
molecular traffic controls allow the alteration of selectivity
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species to achieve a high apparent activity.[7] However, catalyst
engineering of such hybrid catalytic systems to allow both outof-plane as well as in-plane diffusion of reactants and products
remains largely unexplored.[14]
Herein, we report a facile and productive synthesis method
to sandwich Pt nanosheets in few-layered graphene. Essentially, Pt ions were intercalated into few-layered graphene and
then reduced to their zero-valent state for the growth of Pt
nanosheets in graphene (Pt-in-GN). The synergetic host–guest
interaction in Pt-in-GN provides extraordinary catalytic activity
and selectivity toward the glycerol oxidation reaction (GOR).
In such a confined environment, most glycerol molecules
experience a fast and complete decomposition to one-carbon
(C1) products. We further exploited a 3D hierarchically porous
structure to address the mass diffusion limitation of the interface-confined reaction, where the confined Pt nanosheets in
a vertically grown graphene nanomesh exhibit extraordinary
catalytic performance (≈2.5 times in mass activity) compared
with the benchmark 10% Pt/C even at reduced Pt loading.
Layered materials are promising in hosting catalytically active
materials, such as zero-valent transition metals, in their interlayer
spacing to enhance the activity and stability.[12,15,16] Such encapsulation usually involves an isothermal vapor transport method to
intercalate metal chlorides above their sublimation points under
a pressure of chlorine gas, which is extremely dangerous and
time-consuming.[17] It is also difficult to control the morphology
of encapsulated transition metals via subsequent alkali metal
reduction, yielding amorphous nanoparticles with a diameter of
3–10 nm.[16] For better shape control, we developed a new method
for liquid-phase Pt ion encapsulation and control of the morphology of Pt domains by H2 reduction. As shown in Figure 1a,
the PtCl4 intercalated graphene (PtCl4-in-GN) was prepared by the
reaction of H2PtCl6 with few-layered graphene in thionyl chloride.
Subsequently, the PtCl4 precursor was reduced under H2 gas at
600 °C to form nicely packed, quasi-2D Pt nanosheets. Such sandwiched Pt-in-GN is extraordinarily active toward the GOR in comparison with the benchmark 10% Pt/C, together with a unique
selectivity to C1 products from the confined, quasi-2D nature.

The quasi-2D Pt nanosheets within few-layered graphene
were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and scanning transmission electron microscopy in the annular
dark field mode (STEM-ADF), as shown in Figure 1, and in
Figures S1–S3 in the Supporting Information. The SEM images
reveal a loosely stacked morphology after Pt encapsulation. Due
to the confinement effect and strong charge-transfer between
PtCl4 and neighboring graphene nanosheets, the grown Pt
nanocrystals adopt a quasi-2D morphology with a thickness
of 4–7 nm after H2 reduction, as seen from the atomic force
microscopy (AFM) images in Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information. The co-existence of Pt nanosheets and graphene
superlattices in Figure S4 in the Supporting Information further confirms successful encapsulation within the graphene
layer spacing,[18] while no Pt nanoparticles could be observed
on the surface or edge of graphene in the TEM images. In
comparison, solution deposition of Pt nanoparticles on graphene produces an inhomogeneous distribution, with many
large aggregates of up to tens of nanometers in size. It is worth
pointing out that the growth of Pt nanosheets is extremely challenging, where a secondary metal, such as Pd is necessary to
reduce the high surface energy.[19]
The atomic-resolution STEM-ADF image and corresponding
fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern in Figure 2a,b indicate that
the Pt nanodomains reveal two sets of distinct crystal facets, and
the obtained FFT spots identify (100) and (111) facets as highlighted by the blue and red circles, respectively. The presence of
two well-defined facets in the Pt nanosheets is further corroborated by the inverse FFT, as shown in Figure 2c,d, which reveals
a distinct contrast pattern. The lattice parameter of bulk crystalline Pt is ≈0.28 nm. However, in the sandwiched Pt nanosheets,
the lattice parameter along the [010] direction in the (100) plane
reveals a significant tensile strain with the PtPt bond elongated to 0.32 nm. The simulated images along (100) and (111)
zone axes depicted in the right panels perfectly resemble the
experimental results. The enlarged atomic-resolution STEMADF image (Figure 2f) clearly reveals the combined atomic
packing information originated from both (100) and (111)

Figure 1. a) Schematic of the Pt sandwiched structure in few-layered graphene and subsequent selective catalytic reaction in a confined, quasi-2D
environment. b) Representative SEM and c,d) STEM images at different magnifications. Scale bars: (b) 5 µm; (c) 50 nm; (d) 5 nm.
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Figure 2. Electron microscopy study of the sandwiched Pt nanosheets. a) An atomic-resolution STEM-ADF image of a sandwiched Pt nanosheet in
few-layered graphene, and b) the corresponding FFT pattern. Characteristic diffraction spots originating from the (100) and (111) zone axis, respectively,
are highlighted by green and red circles. c,d) Inverse FFT of the white box region in (a) by masking the characteristic (100) (c) and (111) (d) FFT spots.
Corresponding simulated images are depicted in the right panels. e) Schematic illustration of the sandwiched Pt nanosheets revealing two types of
crystal facets where (111) and (100) are marked by red and green, respectively. f) Enlarged white box region in (a). g) Combined IFFT pattern of (100)
facet (c) and (111) facet (d). h) Corresponding simulated image derived from the atomic model shown in (e). Scale bars: (a) 2 nm; (f–h) 0.5 nm.

images in Figure 2g. Therefore, the as-grown Pt nanosheets are
predominantly composed of (100) and (111)-textured domains,
as schematically illustrated in Figure 2e.
This unique packing of Pt-in-GN is remarkably different
from the mixed facets in conventional Pt/C catalysts, where
the latter is in a close packed face-centered cubic structure
with only one facet in a given direction.[9] Previous results on
Pt nanosheets with secondary metals also exhibit only one
facet for the basal plane of the nanosheets.[19] Our observation
of two well-defined facets along the vertical direction suggests
that interfacial strain plays a role in the growth of the crystal
planes. Pt309 (100) on graphene has much lower strain (<2%) in
comparison with ≈4% strain for Pt309 (111) on graphene.[20] To
minimize interlayer strain, the first layer grown on graphene
is Pt (100) and this transforms into the (111) facets as thickness increases. Due to the sandwiching effect by graphene on
either side, a mixed phase Pt (100) | Pt (111) | Pt (100) structure
forms. The (100) facet has a lower coordination number than
(111) (4 vs 6), thus the under-coordinated Pt atoms may serve
as active sites for electrocatalysis.
The changes produced in the graphene lattice by intercalation and H2 reduction were studied by Raman spectroscopy. As shown in Figure 3a,b, pristine graphene shows two
characteristic bands at 1587 (G band) and 1358 cm−1 (D band),
corresponding to contributions from sp2 hybridized aromatic
carbon and sp3 type carbon from defects.[21] The presence of
the 2D band at 2719 cm−1 together with a small ID/IG ratio of
0.12 clearly indicates a well-preserved aromatic structure for the
graphene. The I2D/IG ratio is ≈0.32, corresponding to that of
3–4 layered graphene.[21] After PtCl4 intercalation, an additional
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shoulder at 1611 cm−1 is observed for the G band of the
graphene layer adjacent to PtCl4 intercalants.[22] The D band
is also much stronger compared to that found in pristine
graphene, with an increased ID/IG ratio of ≈0.68. Meanwhile,
the 2D peak for PtCl4-in-GN also downshifts to 2681 cm−1
due to the charge transfer between PtCl4 and graphene.[17]
The reduction of PtCl4 to its zero-valent state recovers the
disturbance in the aromatic structure, reflected by a reduced
D band, the disappearance of the intercalation peak, and a
backshift of the 2D band to its original position.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a powerful technique for
characterizing the structural evolution for intercalated
materials. As shown in Figure 3a, reflections from the parent
few-layered graphene were essentially indiscernible at low
angles, with the observed, weak, and very broad reflections
at ≈13.5° assigned to a stage III intercalated compound with
PtCl4 (0.66 nm).[17] This is also validated by the 1D and 2D
spectra of grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) in
Figure S6 in the Supporting Information. Unfortunately, the
intercalation peak of G | Pt | G sandwich at ≈1° is beyond
the detection limit of XRD and GIXRD, where Pt-in-GN
only shows a noisy background at low angles.[12] We further
utilized XRD to characterize the crystalline structure of
graphene and Pt nanodomains. Unlike the amorphous morphology of common intercalated compounds, we observe very
strong XRD peaks assignable to the (111), (200), and (110)
planes of Pt, indicating a neat packing structure for the Pt
nanosheets, as shown in Figure 3d.[12] The (002) diffraction
peak at 26.3°, which measures the interlayer lattice distance,
is reduced in intensity and broadened after Pt intercalation,
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Figure 3. Evidence of the sandwiched Pt nanosheets. a,b) Raman spectra of graphene, PtCl4-in-GN and Pt-in-GN; c,d) XRD patterns of graphene,
PtCl4-in-GN, Pt-in-GN, Pt-out-GN, and 10% Pt/C; e) Pt4f and f) Cl2p XPS spectra; g) Pt L-edge XANES and h) EXAFS spectra of Pt foil, PtO2, H2PtCl6,
PtCl4-in-GN, and Pt-in-GN.

indicating the successful intercalation of Pt domains within
the graphene interlayer spacing.
Meanwhile, the chemical composition before and after H2
reduction was verified by XPS. The Pt4f core-level spectrum
for PtCl4-in-GN is shown in Figure 3e; it consists of the spinorbit doublets Pt 4f7/2 and 4f5/2, which show different peak
positions for the intercalated PtCl4 and H2PtCl6 species at
72.4 and 75.7 eV and at 74.1 and 77.5 eV, respectively. After
H2 reduction, the peaks are shifted to 71.8 and 75.1 eV for the
Pt(0) species alongside a peak shift to 73.4 and 77 eV for the
PtO species.[23] The reduction of the Pt precursor is further
evidenced by the disappearance of the Cl2p signal in Pt-in-GN
in Figure 3f. More importantly, the Pt(0) peaks shift to a
higher binding energy in comparison with those of 10% Pt/C,
indicating electron delocalization in the quasi-2D system and
electron transfer from Pt to graphene.[24] Such a strong metalsubstrate interaction is beneficial to catalytic performance.
For instance, Jiang et al. observed a significantly enhanced
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) stability for a Pt/MWCNTTiO2 catalyst compared to the benchmark Pt/C due to the
anchoring effect and strong metal-support interaction.[25] We
can also observe a strong CC peak at 284.8 eV and a small
CO tailing at 286.8 eV in the C1s spectra, suggesting that
the graphene aromatic structure is well preserved following
PtCl4 intercalation and H2 reduction. This is confirmed by
the near-edge X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) spectra
shown in Figure S7 in the Supporting Information, where the
three peaks are assigned to the sp2 unoccupied π* band, CO
species, and sp2 unoccupied θ* band.[26] The preservation
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of the π-π conjugate structure is important for the electrical
conductivity of the catalyst and the electron transfer process
during electrocatalysis.
The chemical state and local bonding environment in
Pt-in-GN were investigated by X-ray absorption near-edge
structure (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS). The Pt L3-edge XANES spectrum of PtCl4-in-GN
is analogous to that of H2PtCl6 in terms of edge position in
Figure 3g.[27] After H2 reduction, Pt is converted to its zero-valent
state with an identical XANES profile to Pt foils. In addition, the
Fourier transforms of EXAFS spectra for H2PtCl6 and PtCl4-inGN exhibit an apparent Pt–Cl peak at 1.96 Å. The peak intensity
is lower in the case of PtCl4-in-GN owing to its lower coordination
number of Pt atoms.[28] A significant metallic Pt–Pt peak appears
and the Pt–Cl peak reduces after H2 reduction, which is characteristic of the conversion to the zero-valent state. The sandwiched
Pt nanosheets are well-protected and no Pt oxides could be seen
in the XANES and EXAFS spectra. The surface area and porosity
of catalysts were determined by Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET)
measurements. As shown in Figure S8 in the Supporting Information, Pt-in-GN shows a type-IV N2 isotherm with a distinct
hysteresis loop at P/P0 = 0.4–1.0 together with a relatively high
surface area than 10% Pt/C (348.7 vs 215.6 m2 g−1) owing to its
few-layered structure. The pore size distribution from BET is
dominated at 4.0 nm, which is consistent with the thickness of Pt
nanosheets in the interlayer spacing.
The Pt-in-GN powder catalyst suffers from poor mass
diffusion due to the confined space where the catalysts are
sandwiched. To improve the mass diffusion, a vertically erected,
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Figure 4. The growth of Pt nanosheets within vertically grown graphene array. a) Schematic of the interface-confined reaction in the 3D hierarchically
porous catalyst; b) digital photo of as-prepared Pt-in-VGCC; c,d) SEM images of Pt-in-VGCC at different magnifications. Scale bars: (c) 20 µm; (d) 1 µm.

nanoporous graphene wall structure was used as the electrode.[6,10] Due to its exposed edges as well as porosity, such a
structure affords pathways for the diffusion of reactants and
products through the plane as well as the edges, as shown in
Figure 4a.
The N-doped vertically grown graphene nanomesh on carbon
cloth (VGCC) was prepared by Ni(OH)2 templating and subsequent carbonization of polydopamine. The vertical structure of
the graphene array on carbon fibers is verified by SEM images
in Figure 4, and in Figure S17 in the Supporting Information.
Numerous macropores with size of several microns could be
found between the interconnected graphene flakes. The highresolution SEM image in Figure 4c further confirms the existence of nanopores on as-grown graphene from the leaching
process of Ni(OH)2 templates and gas release in the pyrolysis

of polydopamine. Owing to this hierarchical porous structure,
Pt encapsulation in VGCC can be carried out using the same
procedure to achieve a mass loading of 0.05 mgPt cm−2 for
Pt-sandwiched graphene nanomesh on carbon cloth (Pt-inVGCC, Figure S18, Supporting Information). Such an approach
is highly scalable and offers great advantages to fabricate large
area Pt-confined carbon cloth electrodes with the desired size
and shape for application in glycerol fuel cells, as shown in
Figure 4b.
We selected GOR to evaluate the catalytic performance of
interface-confined catalysts. GOR is a complex reaction in alkaline solution, giving multiple products such as glyceric acid,
tartronic acid, and other C2 or C1 products via CC bond
breaking, as shown in Figure 5a.[29] The operation of a direct
glycerol fuel cell offers the economic advantage of coproducing

Figure 5. GOR in a confined space. a) GOR pathway for Pt-based catalysts. b) Comparison in the mass activity of Pt-in-VGCC and 10% Pt/C. c) Products
of glycerol oxidation at 20 and d) 60 °C from HPLC analysis. Pt loading: ≈0.05 mgPt cm−2 for Pt-in-VGCC and 0.1 mgPt cm−2 for 10% Pt/C.
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electricity and chemical products, however, the maximum
charge which can be extracted is limited by incomplete oxidation reactions.[30] In this regard, interface-confined reactions
may increase the residence time of the reactants to facilitate a
more complete oxidation process than an open reaction system
where diffusion of reactants from the electrode occurs before
complete oxidation.
We employed the standard electrode fabrication techniques
in fuel cells to examine the GOR activity from 20 to 60 °C,
as shown in Figure 5, and in Figures S9 and S10 in the Supporting Information. Both 10% Pt/C and Pt-in-GN (5.6 wt% Pt
from inductively coupled plasma (ICP), Table S1) were loaded
on a poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE)-treated carbon paper at a
loading of 1 mg cm−2, where Pt-in-VGCC was directly used as
working electrode without any further modification.
The GOR activity of Pt-in-VGCC was investigated by the CV
profiles, as shown in Figure 5b. We found that Pt-in-VGCC
exhibits much higher current densities than 10% Pt/C even at
a 50% reduced Pt loading. This leads to an extraordinary mass
activity of 2910 mA mgPt−1 at 60 °C, which is ≈2 times higher
than that of Pt-in-GN (1420 mA mgPt−1), and is among the most
efficient Pt-based catalysts for GOR, as listed in Table S2 in the
Supporting Information.[30–34] The superior performance of
Pt-in-VGCC can be attributed to its unique 3D porous structure,
which facilitates the mass diffusion of reactants into the inner
surface of Pt nanosheets. The strong metal–substrate interaction
between Pt nanosheets and graphene[25] and the confinement
effect further improve the selectivity of the catalysis.[12] Even
after a continuous operation at 60 °C for 2 h, the mass activity
of Pt-in-VGCC retains a relatively high value (≈300 mA mgPt−1),
as shown in Figure 6, suggesting that it is stable against poisoning by reaction intermediates. Furthermore, >85% of the
GOR activity can be recovered by a simple electrode cleaning
process in 1 m KOH electrolyte to remove the surface-absorbed
molecules for carbon paper electrodes, as shown in Figure S15
in the Supporting Information. The morphology and catalytic
performance also remain stable after five continuous GOR
measurements (5 × 2 h, cleaned in KOH electrolyte) using
the Pt-in-VGCC electrode, as shown in Figure S19 in the
Supporting Information .
The GOR products using Pt-in-VGCC were then monitored by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
after holding at a particular potential for 2 h. As depicted in
Figure 5c,d, glycerate, glycolate, and formate are the main C3,

Figure 6. Stability of Pt-in-VGCC on glycerol oxidation.
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C2, and C1 products in GOR, suggesting the reaction undergoes primary alcohol oxidation and subsequent CC bond
cleavage. A certain amount of 1,3-dihydroxyacetone (DHA) is
detected by HPLC. Trace amount of glyceraldehyde (GAD)
and hydroxypyruvate, if present in the reaction products, are
not detectable.[35] The selectivity toward C1 product (formate)
becomes higher at high oxidation potentials, which is reasonable as the oxidation of C2 (oxalate) and C3 products (tartronate etc.) only happens at relatively high potentials. Owing to
the confined environment and unique 3D porous structure,
the selectivity toward formate reaches ≈79% at 0.2 V at 60 °C,
while the fraction of C2 and C3 products reduces to 8% and
13%. This suggests most glycerol molecules are quickly and
completely converted to formates and carbonates.[30] Meanwhile, the reaction products change only slightly for 10% Pt/C
at various potentials, which indicates the adsorption/reaction
of GOR-related intermediates are less influenced on exposed
Pt nanoparticles by reaction temperature. The above results
are supported by the detailed mechanistic investigation on the
GOR intermediates using a 3 mm glassy carbon (GC) working
electrode, as shown in Figures S11–S14 in the Supporting
Information.[35–37]
We have also conducted control experiments using lower H2
reduction temperature and by using a conventional impregnation method, as shown in Figure S16 in the Supporting
Information. The Pt-in-GN obtained at lower reduction temperature (200 °C) only exhibits a low GOR activity in the 3 mm
GC electrode measurement owing to the lower crystallinity of
Pt nanodomains and weaker interaction between Pt and graphene.[25,32] Meanwhile, the traditional impregnation approach
only produces low Pt loading (4.9 wt% from ICP) with some
large aggregations (>20 nm); this can be seen from the TEM
images in Figure S16 in the Supporting Information, which is
due to the lack of anchoring points for metal precursor in physically exfoliated few-layered graphene, leading to a low measured GOR activity.
Our interface-confined growth offers significant advantages
for the growth of clean Pt metal nanosheets and allows strong
metal–substrate interaction between the graphene host and
sandwiched metals. Owing to its high surface energy, zerovalent metal nanosheets are typically thermally unstable and
quickly pulverize into small nanoparticles. Previous efforts on
the 2D growth of metals primarily involve the ligand-assisted
colloidal methods, where specific facets are capped by capping
agents.[38–40] For instance, Zheng and co-workers reported the
strong adsorption of CO molecules on the basal (111) planes
of Pd nanosheets, which prevents growth along the (111) direction and directs the formation of the sheet-like structures.[38]
However, such nanocrystals are usually capped by inactive
surfactants and polymers, which decreases the electrocatalytic
activity significantly compared to surface-clean nanocrystals.[39] The growth of Pt nanosheets is also extremely challenging, where both ligands and secondary metals (e.g., Pb[19]
or Cu[41,42]) have to be used to stabilize the Pt nanosheets.
Previous approaches for metal intercalation typically first exfoliate the 2D materials in solution, followed by flocculation of
the exfoliated sheets in the presence of metal salt precursors,
and finally reducing the trapped metal ions between the sheets
to their zero-valent states. Sandwiched catalysts produced by
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such methods only have loosely packed morphology and their
catalytic performance is very similar to exposed metal catalysts
loaded on conventional supports.
The confined microenvironment around the active Pt
nanosheets has a profound influence on the activity and
selectivity of GOR. In addition, the morphology and catalytic
properties of Pt nanosheets can be well-maintained even after
high-temperature annealing at 600 °C owing to the unique
G | Pt | G sandwiched structure. A recent theoretical study
reveals the weakened adsorption of atoms and molecules on Pt
(111), (110), and (100) surfaces under monolayer graphene cover
due to the geometric constraint and confinement field effects.[43]
It is likely a weakened adsorption of glycerol occurs on interfaceconfined Pt nanosheets, thus promoting the GOR underneath
the 2D overlayers. Meanwhile, the higher selectivity toward C1
products can be explained by increased local concentration and
prolonged residence time of reactants in the confined space,
leading to higher collision probability of reactants with the active
sites and complete reaction. This is supported by an in situ
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy investigation by
Zalineeva et al.,[34] where the confinement of reactants and intermediates in PbxBi pores is responsible for the high selectivity for
GOR. The altered molecular motion by physical hindrance may
also contribute to the GOR selectivity, however, their relationship
is still unclear due to the complexity of the GOR reaction.
The confined growth of Pt nanosheets in few-layered graphene has been realized via the solution intercalation of Pt
ion precursors following by H2 reduction at high temperature.
Owing to the strong confinement effect, the Pt nanosheets
consist of mixed stacking of (100) and (111) facets and are
different morphologically from Pt nanocatalysts grown by
conventional colloidal methods in open conditions. Interfaceconfined Pt nanosheets also exhibit a much stronger oxidation
and CC bond cleaving ability for GOR, leading to a superior
mass activity and selectivity toward C1 products than commercial 10% Pt/C catalysts. To enhance mass diffusion, we
intercalate Pt nanosheets in a vertically-erected graphene nanowall electrode and achieve a very high glycerol oxidation rate of
2910 mA mgPt−1 and a 79% selectivity toward formate at 60 °C.
Therefore, our work presents a new strategy for enhancing mass
diffusion in interface-confined reactions by using verticallyerected porous graphene scaffolds for the confinement of Pt
nanosheets, where higher catalytic activity at reduced catalyst
loading is obtained as compared to the open-catalyst system.

Experimental Section
Growth of Pt Nanosheets in Few-Layered Graphene: A total of 1.18 g
of few-layered graphene (≈0.8 nm thickness, XF001W from Nanjing
XFNANO Materials Tech Co., Ltd) and 0.804 g of chloroplatinic acid
hexahydrate (H2PtCl6 · 6H2O) were added to 20 mL of SOCl2. The
mixture was then stirred for two days followed by sonication for 4 h prior
to reflux at 83 °C for 4 h.[17] After cooling down to room temperature,
40 mL of toluene was added to the mixture, with the product (PtCl4in-GN) filtered and washed with toluene, ethanol, water, and acetone
before drying overnight at 80 °C. To grow Pt nanosheets, 100 mg of the
precursor (PtCl4-in-GN) was loaded into a quartz tube mounted inside a
tube furnace under H2 gas and then heated at 600 °C for 4 h to obtain Pt
nanosheets in few-layered graphene. For comparison, Pt nanoparticles
loaded onto graphene nanosheets (Pt-out-GN, 10 wt%) were prepared
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by a solution method using ammonia borane as a reductant. The growth
of Pt nanosheets in VGCC (provided by Prof. Shuai Wang) was carried
out following the same procedure as Pt-in-GN.
Electrocatalysis: Glycerol oxidation was performed on an Autolab
PGSTAT30 with a 3-electrode cell using a Pt plate and saturated calomel
electrode (SCE) as the counter and reference electrodes. Catalyst ink was
prepared by dispersing 5 mg of catalysts in 0.2 mL of water, 0.8 mL of
ethanol, and 20 µL of 5% Nafion solution with sonication. Then, 200 µL
of catalyst ink was dropped onto carbon paper (1 × 1 cm2, Toray paper
120-PTFE treated) to achieve a catalyst loading of 1 mg cm−2. The
as-prepared working electrode was immersed in 10 mL of 0.1 m glycerol
and 1 M KOH electrolyte with N2 bubbling during the test. After holding
at −0.2, 0, or 0.2 V versus SCE for 2 h, 0.75 mL of the solution was
collected and neutralized with 0.75 mL of 0.5 m H2SO4 for HPLC analysis
(Agilent 1200 with UV detector and Agilent Poroshell HILIC-Z column).
The eluent was 7:3 acetonitrile/phosphate buffer solution (30 × 10−3 m
K2HPO4 and 0.075% H3PO4, pH = 6.7). During the test, 10 µL of the
sample was injected into the column with a flow rate of 0.8 mL min−1 and
a temperature of 30 °C. Calibration curves were obtained using standard
solutions of products. The Pt-in-VGCC were directly used as working
electrodes without any further modification. For the oxidation of various
products, a 3 mm GC electrode at 0.3 mg cm−2 catalyst loading was
used as working electrode while other conditions were kept constant.
To ensure the catalytic activity was not affected by the conversion and
to guarantee a fast mass diffusion by concentration diffusion, glycerol
was always in large excess during the GOR measurements, whose
conversion was lower than 10% from the standard curves of products
in HPLC measurements. The error in the distribution of GOR products
should be smaller than 5%.
Material Characterization: The following equipments were used:
STEM/EDS (JEOL ARM200F equipped with ASCOR probe corrector,
Oxford X-Max 100TLE, at 200 kV), SEM/EDS (JEOL JSM-6701F), TEM
(FEI Titan, 80 kV), Raman (WITec Alpha 300R), AFM (Dimension Fast
Scan), XPS/XAS (SSLS, SINS beamline), and XRD/GIXRD (Bruker D8
and GADDS). XANES/EXAFS: 100 mg of sample was first ground into
fine powder using a mortar and pestle before being pressed into a
10 mm pellet. To minimize moisture uptakes, ≈20 mg of H2PtCl6 was
mixed with ≈100 mg of BN powder. Measurements were carried out at
the Singapore synchrotron light source (SSLS), X-ray absorption fine
structure for catalysis (XAFCA) beamline.[44] Data analysis and simulation
were carried out on Athena, Artemis, and Hephaestus (version 0.9.23).
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